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Shipping. Driving in a vehicle and listening to your favorite music can make your road journey a
fun and exhilarating experience. Your passengers can also get entertained by watching their
favorite film or show. This is why manufacturers try to For aftermarket stereo. Metra
preassembled wiring harnesses can make your car stereo installation seamless, or at least a lot
simpler. With precrimped Mates the aftermarket stereo with car wiring harness Allow seamless
integration of custom stereo with vehicle. Metra preassembled wiring harnesses can make your
car stereo installation seamless, or at least a lot Ensures dependable connection Superior
product quality. Up yourself and your tunes over the factory installation with top-of-the-line
audio products from Scosche. Built for just about any kind of music junkies, Scosche Connects
an aftermarket stereo to the factory radio harnesses Direct Connection to the factory harness
without cutting any wires. For factory stereo. This high-quality Metra wiring harness is just what
you need to replace your defective or aged factory wiring harness. Mates OEM stereo with car
wiring harness Secure connection to existing connectors avoids splicing. This top-grade
product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry standards to offer a fusion of a
well-balanced design and high level of craftsmanship Made to deliver second to none quality
and absolute reliability Built from first-rate materials for one-of-a-kind quality and increased
longevity. This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry
standards to offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and high level of Xscorpion make a range
of innovative audio accessories aimed at the ultimate in flexibility for installers, and the best
use of power available. This high quality Can be used for audio, marine and any underhood
wiring Patented design. Many aftermarket radios now feature a two-wire resistive SWC
connection. Connects to any PAC branded 3. Nippon America offers the products that will
surely hit the spot and answer the purpose of those customers who opt for a perfect
price-quality ratio Designed for dependable operation Made of deluxe materials. The female end
of the cable features a flush mountable design. Manufactured from the finest materials with
quality in mind Expected to surpass the competitors. Easy way to connect aftermarket

electronic accessories to power and CAN data-bus without cutting or splicing vehicle wiring.
OBD-2 is a simple way to connect aftermarket electronic Add up to 4 additional cameras while
retaining your factory reverse camera or This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance
with stringent industry standards to offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and high level of
craftsmanship. Manufactured from Developed with modern technology and innovation
Meticulously Tested for the ultimate in quality. This harness plugs into the back of aftermarket
stereos to permit you to integrate it into your vehicle. Just splice the wires to your vehicle
harness. Mates directly with the stereos Permits integration with car harness. Bring your
entertainment on-road, off-road and offshore. VOLT is an adjustable voltage adapter that
provides the ability to adjust the voltage output to ensure optimal performance for certain
automotive Audiopipe offers the products that will surely hit the spot and answer the purpose of
those customers who opt for a perfect price-quality ratio. Regardless of the Constructed to
ensure excellent durability Made of tough materials. This product is made of high-quality
materials to serve you for years to come. Designed using state-of-the-art technology and with
customers in mind. It will meet your needs and deliver great High quality at an affordable price
Expertly made from premium materials. Designed using state-of-the-art technology and with
customers in It will meet your It will meet your needs and It will meet your needs and deliver
With Charge Port. This iPhone 7 and up Lightning charge and headphone adapter allows you to
plug your existing headphones directly into your new iPhone through the Lightning port
Exceptional quality for the value Guaranteed to deliver long-lasting service life. This
high-quality American International wiring harness is just what you need to replace your
defective or aged factory wiring Don't give up your Bluetooth hands-free phone in order to
upgrade your car stereo. The Axxess BT line of Bluetooth integration harnesses are designed to
work with Harness allows for the installation of a compatible Parrot, Motorola or Novero
Handsfree Bluetooth cellular kit without any splicing of wire hanesses OEM Quality harness.
Add an audio input to your Alpine AI-Net radio. Color: Black. Universal 3. This product is made
from high-grade materials to meet the strictest standards of high quality. Designed with the
utmost care and attention to detail, this Axxess's product Designed with the utmost care and
attention to detail, this harness by Axxess ensures superior reliability. Manufactured from
premium materials for immense quality Made to be tough-as-nails to survive punishing
conditions. Designed with the utmost care and attention to detail, this Axxess's product
ensures superior This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry
standards to offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and Made using cutting-edge technology
for ultimate quality Fully tested to provide ultimate reliability and stability. With precrimped
ends and prepopulated connectors, your Designed using state-of-the-art technology and with
customers in mind This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent
industry standards to offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and high level Stereo Dash Kits
Reviews. Wire harness is of top quality, seems better than the original harness. Received it fast.
Related Searches. The new aftermarket radio in waving to you. And what are you waiting for?
Here is professional instruction. You may need to wedge a flat tip screwdriver under the trim
and pry up on it to remove the trim. Use a clean rag to protect the trim from being accidentally
scratched while prying up on the trim. Of course,there may have other situations. If the steps of
radio ramoval are too difficult to you,you should go to a car radio shop to remove your factory
radio. Here is a good aftermarket car radio I want to share with you. It has many useful
functions,such as bluetooth,3D navigation,car DVR and so on. More about this unit:. You can
dial, answer, reject and mute calls without taking your hands off the steering wheel. And you
can perform Google search on the road with quick search box, play online games, watch videos,
download online data and check emails by connecting to any WiFi hotspot in range or 3g
internet, download any applications in the android market for access to games, Skype, MSN,
YouTube, twitter, E-Book, Gmail etc and so on. Thanks for interested in our product. And could
you please tell us the model and year of your car? Then we can check if our unit fit your car
,hope you could cooperate with us. Looking forward to hearing from you soon. Hello I have a
Nissan pathfinder and my radio dash Is way different from your pics description. I would like to
replace my radio but there is nothing for my SUV. It looks like I have to get stuck with the
factory one. If can help I appreciate. Then we can help you to check it. Your email address will
not be published. Skip to content Skip to main menu Menu. Some safety notes 1 Please apply
the parking brake before the upgrade. A lever and a screwdriver are needed. What about if its
GPS touch screen stock radio installed, and want to put in a double din radio. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Recent Posts. Recent Comments. Useful
articles fast to read and guides easy to understand written by mechanics and car enthusiasts to
turn your shopping experience with CARiD into a pleasure. Driving in a vehicle and listening to
your favorite music can make your road journey a fun and exhilarating experience. Your

passengers can also get entertained by watching their favorite film or show. This is why
manufacturers try to Used to install a universal single or double DIN stereo which is
approximately 2" or 4" high. Expertly crafted from superior materials Provides exceptional
reliability. Used to install universal stereos which is approximately 7" wide by 2" high. Only the
finest raw materials and state-of-art technologies Factory look when complete Finest material
for good fit and durability. Used to install universal stereos which is approximately 7" wide by
4" high. Only the finest raw materials and state-of-art technologies are used to Up yourself and
your tunes over the factory installation with Allows aftermarket stereo to be installed in factory
location Precision designed for a gapless fit between the dash and the kit. This item is for
finishing off ISO-standard custom radio installations. The black ABS plastic ring is trim-to-fit.
This product is made from high-grade materials to meet the strictest standards Black ABS
plastic Includes three sizes â€”. This product is made from high-grade materials to meet the
strictest standards of high Fits standard ISO radios Trim outside to fit dash opening. Used to
install a universal double DIN stereo which is approximately 4" high. Don't strap that CD player
under Designed specifically for the installation of double DIN radios It can be mounted to the
top of or underneath any surface. This product is made from high-grade materials to meet the
strictest standards of high quality. Designed with the utmost care and attention to detail, this
Metra's product Premium under dash housing fully encloses the unit Quick conversion from 2
shaft to DIN. With Pocket. This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent
industry standards to offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and high level of Made to deliver
second to none quality and absolute reliability Built from first-rate materials for one-of-a-kind
quality and increased longevity. Install this pocket into a DIN slot in your stereo for storage.
Holds CD jewel case Expertly crafted from superior materials. Only the finest raw materials and
state-of-art technologies are used to produce these vital mounting and cosmetic solutions that
This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry standards to
offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and high level of craftsmanship. Manufactured from
Only the finest raw materials and state-of-art technologies are used to produce these vital
mounting and cosmetic solutions that render a vehicle dashboard Up yourself and your tunes
over the factory installation with top-of-the-line audio products from Scosche. Built for just
about any kind of music junkies, Scosche products will help you make your Up yourself and
your tunes over the factory installation with top-of-the-line audio products from For aftermarket
stereo. Metra preassembled wiring harnesses can make your car stereo installation seamless,
or at least a lot simpler. With precrimped Mates the aftermarket stereo with car wiring harness
Allow seamless integration of custom stereo with vehicle. Metra preassembled wiring
harnesses can make your car stereo installation seamless, or at least a lot Ensures dependable
connection Superior product quality. Built for just about any kind of music junkies, Scosche
Connects an aftermarket stereo to the factory radio harnesses Direct Connection to the factory
harness without cutting any wires. For factory stereo. This high-quality Metra wiring harness is
just what you need to replace your defective or aged factory wiring harness. Mates OEM stereo
with car wiring harness Secure connection to existing connectors avoids splicing. This
top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry standards to offer a
fusion of a well-balanced design and high level of craftsmanship Adapts your OEM speaker
harness to an industry-standard spade lug connector to fit your aftermarket speakers. This
product is made from high-grade materials to Adapts OEM wiring harness to industry-standard
spade lugs Eliminates splicing. Xscorpion make a range of innovative audio accessories aimed
at the ultimate in flexibility for installers, and the best use of power available. This high quality
Can be used for audio, marine and any underhood wiring Patented design. This high quality
range of Capable of delivering video up to p and the latest audio codecs, this cable is perfect
High in power, efficient in performance, reliable in service User-friendly design, ergonomic
handle, solid construction. Designed with the utmost care and attention to detail, this Raptor's
product ensures Adapt your car to use standard speakers instead of the manufacturer-specific
speakers installed at the factory. This product is made from high-grade This product is made
from high-grade materials to meet the strictest A universal speaker mounting adapter for a
variety of common applications Expertly crafted from superior materials. LOC80 line output
converter allows you to connect a receiver with no preamp outputs to an amplifier without
speaker-level inputs. The LOC80 handles a speaker-level signal up to Converts car stereo
speaker wire outputs to RCA cable outputs Allows the addition of 2-channel or Mono amplifiers
to factory to aftermarket stereos. Built for just about any kind of music junkies, Scosche
products will Built for just about any kind of music junkies, Scosche products will help Allows
the addition of amplifier and subwoofer to existing factory systems Works with select Bose
factory stereos. Many aftermarket radios now feature a two-wire resistive SWC connection.
Connects to any PAC branded 3. This great accessory is the ultimate audio solution if you're

looking to get the most beneficial sound quality for your buck. Designed with your needs in
mind, the item is sure to provide many Nippon America offers the products that will surely hit
the spot and answer the purpose of those customers who opt for a perfect price-quality ratio
Designed for dependable operation Made of deluxe materials. Designed with the utmost care
and attention to detail, this Install Bay's product ensures superior High quality at an affordable
price Expertly made from premium materials. Designed with the utmost care and attention to
detail, this Install Bay's product If after installing a new stereo system you experience unwanted
motor whine or engine noise, check all grounds on radio, amp, antenna etc. If you still have
noise, this filter may help! Wiring already terminated on filter Easy to connect terminals. This
product is made of high-quality materials to serve you for years to come. Designed using
state-of-the-art technology and with customers in mind, this product by Install Bay will last
Expertly crafted using technically advanced materials and the Expertly crafted using technically
advanced Audiopipe offers the products that will surely hit the spot and answer the purpose of
those customers who opt for a perfect price-quality ratio. Regardless of the item chosen,
American International Installer Preferred accessories are an assortment of specialty items
designed to simplify certain applicatio
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n challenges Audio enthusiasts can now rejoice with the introduction of AudioControl's LCQ-1,
a powerful six-channel signal processor that provides a gateway between Speaker baffles will
isolate your speakers from the rest of your car door or interior. Prevent water or dust damage,
stop rattles and buzzes and improve speaker response. This product is made from Creates a
tight, acoustic seal behind the speaker to enhance the sound quality Protects the back of the
speaker from the elements. Plastic spacers to move speakers either forward or backward for
clearance. Designed with the The female end of the cable features a flush mountable design.
Manufactured from the finest materials with quality in mind Expected to surpass the
competitors. Next The purchase of a new stereo also called "receiver" or "head unit" brings the
promise of better sound, the thrill of new features, and the enjoyment of simply Wire harness is
of top quality, seems better than the original harness. Received it fast.

